on the learning process in surgery has not been established. [3] [4] [5] Therefore, the proposed learning curve is not the learning curve of the principle procedures of total gastrectomy; instead, it is a "learning curve of laparoscopic skills" by which the surgeon performs well-known, essential steps of total gastrectomy. Furthermore, the same surgeon performed LDG in four more cases than LTG during the learning period of LTG. Thus, the
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Dear Editor:
We read with interest an article titled, "Short-Term Out- on the learning process in surgery has not been established. [3] [4] [5] Therefore, the proposed learning curve is not the learning curve of the principle procedures of total gastrectomy; instead, it is a "learning curve of laparoscopic skills" by which the surgeon performs well-known, essential steps of total gastrectomy. Furthermore, the same surgeon performed LDG in four more cases than LTG during the learning period of LTG. Thus, the pISSN : 2093-582X, eISSN : 2093-5641 A cumulative sum method can be an alternative tool for evaluating the learning process, which is based on whether the surgeon's procedure meets the surgical standard. 9 One research study suggested 23 and 35 cases for learning lymph node dissection in LTG; the failure of lymph node dissection was defined as ≤25 retrieved lymph nodes, and the target success rate was set to 92.5%. 10 Another research study assessed the occurrence of complications with a target success rate of 20%, and the authors suggested 45 cases as the plateau of complications for LTG. , and E obtained acceptable quality in learning, with different rates of improvement before they plateaued. Line C plateaued after a short learning process; however, curves C and D did not reach an acceptable quality.
